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Family Light Mobile and Coas

Report from Dr Lucy Black 

Dear Jeremy, 

We have had a marvellous time in Tanzania, a truly wonderful holiday and it all worked like a dream thanks to 

you and all the team. Your advice and arrangements in advance were so helpful. We all felt that the 2 weeks 

'ticked all the boxes' we wanted from such a special holiday. A sincere thank you to you for arranging it for us.

 The hotels were all wonderful, the safari

Ngorongoro was out of this world and the Indian Ocean warm and beautiful

 In particular we feel that it has been a time of great contrasts 

tanzanians live to the luxury of tourists in Serena/Zanzibar lodges, from cities to savannah and from heat to 

freezing temperatures. Our safari guide, Emanuel and our cook, Anton, were absolutely fabulous. Anton's 

culinary skills bettered most restaurants I know and the luxury of having someone cook for us ( 3 courses even 

at breakfast!) was an utter treat. Emanuel sorted all paperw

very knowledgeable. Please pass on our sincere thanks to all!

 To conclude , we have had the holiday and experiences of

recommend Gane and Marshall and the Tanzanian travel comp

 Lucy,  Graeme, James and Susie 
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We have had a marvellous time in Tanzania, a truly wonderful holiday and it all worked like a dream thanks to 

you and all the team. Your advice and arrangements in advance were so helpful. We all felt that the 2 weeks 

m such a special holiday. A sincere thank you to you for arranging it for us.

The hotels were all wonderful, the safari-ing was amazing (seeing all the big 5 and miriads of others), 

Ngorongoro was out of this world and the Indian Ocean warm and beautifully colourful. 

In particular we feel that it has been a time of great contrasts - from seeing the hard subsistence lives many 

tanzanians live to the luxury of tourists in Serena/Zanzibar lodges, from cities to savannah and from heat to 

es. Our safari guide, Emanuel and our cook, Anton, were absolutely fabulous. Anton's 

culinary skills bettered most restaurants I know and the luxury of having someone cook for us ( 3 courses even 

at breakfast!) was an utter treat. Emanuel sorted all paperwork and kept us informed about wildlife. Both were 

very knowledgeable. Please pass on our sincere thanks to all! 

To conclude , we have had the holiday and experiences of  a lifetime. We are hugely grateful and would 

recommend Gane and Marshall and the Tanzanian travel company to anyone and everyone.
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